**7D Taiwan Spring Cherry Blossom Festival Tour**

**Tour Code: TWN7C**

### 行程推荐

**Flower Festival Special Arrange:**

* **Alishan Cherry Blossom Festival:** Alishan Cherry Blossom Festival is one of Taiwan's most popular flower festivals as the area is covered by more than 19,000 cherry trees, and about 18,000 of them are Yoshino cherry trees making Alishan the only and the largest area of Yoshino cherry trees in Taiwan. All visitors are to indulge in a world of romance embraced by fascinating pink and white cherry blossoms for their Alishan travel.

* **The Formosan Aboriginal Culture Village Cherry Blossom Festival:** The best time to visit the village is during the cherry blossom season. This is because the flower season is especially beautiful and gives an extra special appearance to the village.
D1: SIN→TPE~ Ximending~ Hot Spring Hotel
**Accommodation:** The Loft Seaside Hotel or similar
Meet at Taipei airport, you will be welcomed by our local representative and proceed to Ximending.
**Ximending:** Named as "Taipei's Shinjuku" It is a shopping paradise for both genders.
**D:** Haibawang Restaurant

D2: Yehliu~ Chiufen(著名小吃:Q 有勁的芋圓・紅糟肉圓)~ Taichung Yizhong Street
**Accommodation:** Hotel reve Taichung or similar
**Yehliu:** It is a cape in the town of Wanli, New Taipei, Taiwan. The cape, known by geologists as the Yehliu Promontory, forms part of the Daliao Miocene Formation. **Chiufen:** The new Taipei Juifen area, which was famous for its rich gold mines. **Yizhong shopping area:** Yizhong Street is a shopping area and night market near many cultural and educational institutions. It is a famous night market in Taiwan.
**B:** Hotel | **L:** Qianye Hot Pot | **D:** Own Expenses

D3: Taichung ~ Fu Guang Shan Temple~ Meinong Hakka Village ~ Products in Sea Research Institute ~ Jingyuan Farm ~ Kaohsiung (Subject to change)
**Accommodation:** International Citizen Hotel or similar
Guang Shan Buddha Memorial Centre-Founded in1967 by Venerable Master Hsing Yun, the order promotes Humanistic Buddhism, a modern Chinese Buddhist thought developed through the 20th century and made popular by this and other modern Chinese Buddhist Orders. **Mei Nung Folk Village:** A beautiful Hakka village set in a location surrounded by beautiful landscape. The area has grown tobacco since 1630 and is renowned nationwide for its oil paper umbrellas. A lot of foods and drinks are sold inside Hakka Cultural Village, such as peanut, biscuit, candy, cuttlefish, ice cream and also not forget the famous hakka tea. **Jing Yuan Leisure Farm (Alpaca):** An awesome place to get close to the animals, feel them if you dare, laze around in their alfresco café eating or drinking while watching planes take off.
**B:** Hotel | **L:** Hakka Cuisine | **D:** Own Expenses

D4: Alishan Fenqihu Street~Alishan Forest Cherry Blossom Festival ~Clouds Sea (depending on weather)~Stay in Alishan
**Accommodation:** Ying Shan Hotel or similar
**Alishan National Forest Recreation Area:** The Alishan sunrise, a sea of clouds, an afterglow, a forest, and railways. These five famous sights are known internationally.
**D:** Alishan Cuisine

D5: Sun Rise by train in Alishan~ Aboriginal Centre ~ Sun Moon Lake ~ Scenic Lake Cruise (include ticket)~ Formosan Aboriginal Culture Village Cherry Blossom Festival ~Tea Garden~ Fongjia Night Market
**(例:日船章魚小丸子・起士洋芋・現壓金桔檸檬)。
**Accommodation:** Hotel Reve Taichung or similar
**Formosan Aboriginal Culture Village:** The village represents nine aboriginal tribal cultures. It is also an amusement park that features original cultural performances, architecture, traditional clothing, hand-made crafts. Visitors have the opportunity to watch traditional show performances and participate in games.
**Fongjia Night Market:** TAICHUNG largest shopping district. **Sun Moon Lake:** Divided by Lalu Island, the Sun Moon Lake scenic area got its name from the unique terrains that look like sun on one side and crescent moon on the other. Crowned as one of the Eight Wonders of Taiwan, Sun Moon Lake is also the most famous source of hydroelectric power; offering key tourist themes - "high mountain and lake", "indigenous culture", and "nature ecology.
**B:** Hotel | **L:** SHAO Aboriginal Cuisine | **D:** Own expenses

D6: Zhonglie Ci~Tianlu~Taipei 101(Observatory personal expense)~Duty Free Cosmetics~Wufenpu~Raohe Night Market (Famous snacks: Traditional beancurd, Mango, Strawberry, Kiwi Shaved Ice)
**Accommodation:** Hotel G7 Taipei or similar
**Zhonglie Ci:** Located a short distance east of the Grand Hotel is the Martyrs' Shrine (Chunglie Tzu, or Zhong Lie Ci), built in Ming dynasty style to commemorate those who died in China's wars over the centuries. The formal changing of the guard attracts an interesting crowd of onlookers. **Tianlu Handicraft Centre:** Centre Gain knowledge on 5000 years old ancient traditional Chinese culture. **Raohe Night Market:** One of the oldest night markets in Taipei, the Raohe Street Night Market is a must visit destination! The epitome of a traditional Taiwanese night market, this 600 metre path along Raohe Street in Songshan District is packed with fun and interesting night foods and snacks, quaint shops and stalls, and carnival games with prizes.
**B:** Hotel | **L:** Taiwan Style | **D:** Own Expenses

D7: Taipei → Singapore
Depart back to home country. We hope you had an enjoyable vacation with Neway Travel, and look forward to bring you to your next holiday destination.
**Tour Sequence, hotel and meals are subject to changes with / without prior notice **
**Tipping for Tour Guide and Driver: TN700 / Pax OR SGD$32/P (Chd is same, Collect in Singapore)